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About This Game

Bad Rats Show is a physics puzzle game where the rats exact their bloody revenge against their main enemies: the Cats. Solve
puzzles in 2D and 3D maps using physics, objects and specially trained Rats. All new Rats and Cats, but with the same classic
and questionable Bad Rats humor. With the new map editor you can download, create and share new levels. With unlimited

solutions for each puzzle, flex your creativity and enjoy the show!

- Comic cartoon violence and cartoon blood
- Realistic bad rats physics simulation

- Puzzles and maps in 2.5D and 3D
- 11 Specialist Rats, anxious for revenge
- 10 different and bloody deaths for cats
- 11 other functional objects to help you

- 44 original Maps, from easy to very hard
- Unlimited maps with editor and workshop

- Original, cartoon styled characters
- Challenge your creativity, intelligence and logic

- Unlock all the Steam Achievements
- Map editor
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Some animals are evil and kill without mercy, but sooner or later what goes around comes around, and these bad animals end up
getting what they deserve. That's what happens in Bad Rats Show: evil cats have been captured by rats and will be executed for

revenge in a bloody and bizarre show.
On each map, a physical puzzle needs to be solved. When the solution is found, it starts the show and the annihilation of a

prisoner Cat is carried out for the viewing pleasure of the audience! This is a crazy rats' party hosted by MC Rat, a band of rats
singing original songs and rat dancers as well. This is a show where Bad Rats have some violent fun!!!

Preface:

Not all animals are willing to accept their position in the food chain, and remain as banal prey to their predators. The Rats
decided to follow the example of the most vicious animals on earth: Us!!! This is what the Bad Rats are doing in this game:

fighting predators, fighting against their enemies. They are rats, and they are bad! They turn their revenge into a bloody show,
an insane party where no cat would like to be. They call this the "Bad Rats Show".

Epilogue:

Never mistreat animals. Never throw a dynamite charge on a cat. Never put a cat in a pool full of piranhas. Do not spill toxic
waste on any cat. Do not think of giving high voltage shocks to cats in general. Do not drop heavy instruments on cats.

Fireworks do not help cats. Nuclear bombs should not be used to exterminate any cats. No animals were harmed during the
production of this game, except a dozen ants, two small spiders and three cockroaches.
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Title: Bad Rats Show
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Invent4 Entretenimento
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or better

Processor: Dual-Core Processor 2.5 GHz or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX®11-compatible graphics adapter with 1 GB (2 GB recommended)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® compatible

English
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Downvoting a free DLC is like trying to fight an otomatic and wondering why you have a sore \u0430ss. I would give this DLC
a thumbs up but one of their tanks doesn't move and when it does it moves very slowly.. There weren't any reviews or YouTube
content so I figured I'd take a chance, despite swearing I'd never buy another Early Access title again.

I'm actually really surprised. It's a wave shooter but pretty fun and easy to get into. I could see it being a hit for showing off VR
to friends, although I've had my Vive since pre-order and I found it fun, as well. Time went by fairly quickly while playing
which means I was having fun. Graphics are average - nothing groundbreaking but not terrible, either. Sounds are stock and
mediocre, although I guess I don't really expect the developer to rent out a bunch of WW2 guns and buy thousands of dollars in
sound equipment, either. Gameplay is good - it started to feel somewhat repetitive for about a minute at the end of the first
mission but it wasn't a deal breaker. I haven't ran across any bugs yet and you can tell that the developer put a lot of time into the
game.

Overall, I'm impressed and think it's worth a go. I'm very pleased to finally have a new VR game that I don't need to refund.
Looking forward to improvements and more content.. Its not the worse clicker.. If you're looking for a game that is challenging,
not Dark Souls, and will force you to master all your senses (except smell) then Klang is your game.. Not too bad, good addtion..
Funny game that is also fun.. + Great DLC with alot of stuff to do.
- But just cost a litle to much.. My enemies are many
My equals are none.
In the shade of olive trees, they said Italy, could never ne conquered.
In the land of pharaohs and kings, they said Egypt, could never be humbled.
In the realm of forest and snow, the said Russia, would never be tamed.
Now they say nothing.
They fear me, like a force of nature
A dealer, in thunder, and death.
I am Napoleon
Emperor.

I ♥♥♥♥ing love that intro. This and skyrim are probably the only two games that I know the intro to.
Did I just reccomend this game on its intro alone? Yes.
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TLDR; This game has a steep pricepoint for what it is but has great mechanics and is a fun game for when your bored and have
a spare $10.

Burgers 2 might seem like one of those weird indie games that nobody played and just went on some flashgame website because
of the title, but boy is that assumption wrong. This game is a mission based arcade shooter with leveling, different weapons, and
upgrades. The graphics aren't stunning but they definately fit the game well. When you first play you are greated by a hard boss
fight but don't let that discourage you because after the introduction the game gets a bit easier to allow for a more casual play
through. You can go whereever you want and just level up and kill aliens or you can just take the missions and progress the
storyline. From what little I have played so far it seems to me that even though the game starts off simple it expands into a great
arcade shooter with tons of different enemy types and weapons. Though the price point of $7.99 might feel a little steep if you
have an extra $10 this is a great game to pickup and play when you are bored.

Currently not far in the game I rate it a solid 8\/10

(still have no clue why the name is Burgers 2 because the only time burgers are in the game is as a health pickup dropped from
dead enemies). Surprisingly awesome game. Creepy, mysterious, best yet the story will keep you wanting more and more. I've
only completed 4 levels but it's already got me HOOKED. Each level my mind goes....wait what? I can't help but move my
mouse and unfold the story. My main goal is to complete this game as soon as I can. I highly recommend this game, I don't
usually HIGHLY RECOMMEND, BUT I DO FOR THIS ONE! I hope they come out with more levels/stories or make a
sequel.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhBONrHBtlk&feature=youtu.be. I would have loved to have played this game when I was
learning about punnett squares in school and would highly recomend it to anyone currently learning about them. The landlord is
Gregor Mendel, THE creator of the punnett squares, which I thought was pretty cool. When there was a word that I haven't seen
since school the dictionary option was particuarly helpful. The only downside to the game is that when you finally have 2 of
each plant, both having one dominant and one recessive gene for each trait, any combination can be created, thus removing any
challenges from the gameplay. Overall I found the game to be entertaining for a day and would recommend it to science\/plant
enthusiasts.. Really a well written story, voted a well deserved 9\/10 : The Origin of a Bipolar (trust me you will understand what
I mean by playing the game ;) young Fool and his ascension to court Jester of the King (in few years, from his work on the
family farm to the court of a Duke with fellows performers to his encounter with his chimp\/simian companion (either he will
love you or hate you) to being sent to Royal Court in service to the crown and "duel" other jesters) Feel like the words used
catch very well the Medieval setting also Love the dialog with really funny quips and entertaining antics by the main PC. Highly
suggest to try this game.. A very fun little game i recomend it for beginners in the strategy genre, but even seasoned strategy
fans can enjoy the moderate challenge this game provides.. Very good game to play with friends, some bumps and edges but non
of the less for a game just released what it gives is non of the less a fun and scary play through.. This is an absolute joy of a
simple, fun game. There is not much to it: race through a simple obstacle course while trying to gain control of a gift box, but it
gets every detail absolutely right!

- It is very easy to pick up, even the nuances of movement (learning how\/when to dash and jump)
- It has a great 'feel', everything has a great "sticky" tactile sensation to it
- The minimal gameplay is masterfully done: there are no "why doesn't it do..." moments
- It has a great visual asthetic
- It is at the perfect price point for this kind of game

Really the only issue is that you will find yourself eventually wishing for more complex maps to race on, but wanting more from
a game you enjoy is not much of a drawback.

I purchased this game to play with my 4-year old and she loves it. One of the things I worried about in a racing game for a kid
was "what happens when someone falls behind?". Muddledash solves this with a great mechanic where you respawn one the play
field, and it makes for some great strategy when playing more competitively with someone older.

Just a great little game that knows what it is and gets it all right.
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